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r'TRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Ever since II. Poincare œœrLed the conventional nature of tht_- geometry 

of physical space, there has been a debate on this problem, particular

ly since a new kind of space was introduced by Einstein's General Rela

tivity. Accounts and bibliographies were given by many authors, among 

which we cite A. GrUnbaum and J'. Ehlers 

a fixed arena in which events take place. The other, S , is that 

of a space- time shaped by events. The second depends on the stale 

(initial conditions) or on the external field, the first does not. 

The main assertions of the present paper are : 

rable, unique, and probably identical with Minkowski space M . 

2) The dynamical space S is largely optional. It can be chosen 

to be H , but the natural choice is Einstein's pseudo-Rieman-

nian manifold. 

The claim that the general theory of relativity has not made the concept 

of the fixed space S_ untenable is based on a recent paper by the 
F 

.(4) 
author in collaboration with Y, Avishai . This paper, starting 

from a fixed flat space, arrives at results equivalent to the general 

tteory of relativity, not only (as was done previously) with respect to 

specif-"c gravitational effects ' , but ic derives from special re

lativity and the acceleration grcup an operationally testable version 

of Einstein's equivalence principle, 

Poincaré has analyzed qualitative sensory perceptions to derive some 

of the automorphisms of physical space, namely chose svamarily described 

by the «ords homogeneity and isocropy. As an extension of thij approach, 

the present paper describes a quantitative method by which the automor

phisms of the algebra *J of observation procedures are experimentally 

explored. 
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Those transformations of S,, that induce tPie automorphisms of cr 

are., by a definition substantially due to Poincard, the automorphisms 
of S • Evidence favors the Poincare" group and Minkowski space M 
as the choice for S„ 

c 

The existence ol an invariant pseudo-distance in Minkowski space can be 
space S 
is true, there must exist observa

tion procedures whose outcomes have (approximately) the relations attribut
ed to mathematical invariant pseudo-distances. 
It would be tempting to adopt, as a standard of Lime-like distance measu
rements, atomic clocks as in non-gravitational physics (i.e. corrected for 
electric or magnetic, etc..., but not for gravitational effects). 
However) the fact of gravitational redshift (predicted by Einstein) shows 
that this choice is inconsistent. 
If an atomic emission frequency is assumed to provide a good time measur
ing device, even in a gravitational field) a purely empirical argument by 
Schild shows that lime-interval measurements are not translation-inv,iri;int . 
However, an atomic clock corrected by a factor that depends on the gravi
tational field, is at least a good candidate for a translation-invariant 
time-piece. Needless to say, any actual measurement requires a host of 
precautions and corrections which challenge the experimental physicist. 
However, his success is definitely testable. 
If this kind of an observation procedure for a translation-invariant rinc 
interval is adopted, the red-shift is interpreted as showing a change in 
the frequency of a given acomic emission line caused by a translation (in 
a gravitational field, rather than as a change of frequency of a wave 
train as it moves through a gravitational field 

There is a long-standing controversy about space-time distances in the 

This invariant pseudo-distance is unique up to a factor. 
No discance or pseudo-distance can be defined on the sphere nor on a 
non-flat Riemannian manifold. 

This is, of course, the common low-brow interpretation of the gravi
tational redshift. 
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literature. The positivistic argument runs about as follows : 

Einstein cut the Gordian knot of speculations on the nature of time by 

the simple assertion : time is what a good clock measures. This posi-

civistic attitude which was instrumental in building the Special Theo

ry was also at the basis of the General Theory. There again, distances 

are defined as that which is measured by (properly adjusted) clocks, 

light signals, yardsticks. The weakness of this argument was pointed 

(8) 

out by Einstein in his discussion with Reii_henbach : the apparent

ly harmless qualifications "good" or "properly adjusted" hide the fact 

that the concept of distance cannot be isolated from the context of all 

orher physical processes and concepts. 

The concept of distance used in this paper is of mathematical origin, 

and the instruments and associated sofr.ware used to measure it are not 

given at the outset but must be found either by theory or by trial and 

error. The non-tautological assertion is that they can be found. 

To introduce the dynamical space S , we consider first special 

relativity. The physical predictions of a theory are conrained in the 

morphism from the algebra of observation procedures onto the al

gebra vL of observables. For non-gravitational classical fields, 

this algebra \Aj is usually taken to be the algebra of a class of 

functions (the solutions of the equations of motion) on Minkowski space. 

However, other faithful representations of the same algebra are possible, 

without any change in the observable predictions of the theory. In par

ticular, the "sub-representation space" M may be replaced by any spa

ce £-. that has the cardinality of M . Naturally, the functions on 

2_ will not be solutions of the same equations. No such substitute 

sub-representation spaces have been found to be useful. 

In presence of gravitational fields, Einstein's pseudo-Euclidean manifold 

has proved to be enormously successful. It is th£ natural choice for2*L 

just as M is natural for non-gravitational physics. 

Poincaré says that asking : can phyr '.cs be equivalencly described in dif

ferent spaces ? 5> similar to the question : can geometric relations be 

expressed in miles and inches as well as in centimeters ? 
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Indeed, in our view the different possible spaces S » 2- characterize 
isomorphic representations of the same algebra. Their "conventional" or 
optional nature is evident. 
In particular, the space Sf. » on which equations of motion are defi
ned and which varies from experiment to experiment, can be chosen so that 
its metric tensor has always the usual relation to measurements with 
standards not corrected for gravitational effects. The great power of a 
theory formulated in this .-pace is obvious. 
Is there, then, a reason for using the fixed space S ? An explicit 
and general physicnl interpretation of Einstein's theory seems to requirt 
this space. The usual references to moving observers seem obscure to 
many. The paper mentioned as reference 4 uses flat space to make precise 
and general what was allusive and illustrative. 
The scope of the present study are repeated, controlled laboratory expe
riments, not cosmology and not astronomy. This explains, at least in 
part, why the conclusions here differ from those of most authors on 

General Relativity. They have in mind situations with far stronger 
limitations on the explorability of nature 
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2. GENERAL ASSUMPTION'S 

The possibility of repeating an experiment later and elsewhere requires 
that ''the same" space-Lime point be identifiable in the two experiments. 
Given LWO reference points P, and P that characterizes the 
two experiments (say, the lower left corner of the laboratory at an ins
tant indicated by a clock), we wish to relate a point P of the first 
experiment to a point Si?** °^ t n e second, so that g, «P is 
"the same with respect to P ? " as P was with respect to P. 
(see Fig.l). In mathematical language, there must then exist a 
commutative transitive i;roup of transformations 

N 
of the first experiment are transformed into the corresponding points 

g,?P of the second in a particular way : if P. is a 
reference point of the first experiment, each point P can be writ
ten as g(P)P. , and these points are transformed into 
g g(P)P1 * s(r)a.^P. . In other words, the points P = g(P)l' of 
the first experiments are equal, modulo g.-, to the points g(P)P-
of the second. 

In the usual elliptic language, the points g P of the second expe
riment are "the same with respect to P " as the points P of the first 
experiment "with respect to P 

In the following, we will dispense with saying "modulo g 1 3" a n d 
understand Uiat an experimental point P is short for a point g. P 
of the n'th sxperiment. 
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A point g,_F can be identified experimentally as being associated 
to P if there are rigid bodies, either static or uniformly moving. 
One assumes th'Jt fiducial marks can survive an experiment, or can be 
faithfully restored. 
Since rigidity of solids is an untrustworthy property, substitute me
thods of great complexity must frequently be used. The basic assump
tion made is that the effort can, in principle, always succeed. 

Our assumption is not made and, we feel, rejected bv many relativists, 
(9) in particular by Misner, ^horne and Wheeler . These autboib make 

an analogous assumption only for "very small" laboratories. The rea
son for this disagreement may be the concern of these authors with 
astronomical and cosmological problems. Then, no controlled and re-
peatable laboratory experiments are considered, and our assumption is 
nor indispensable. 
To compare different experiments, a further strengthening of our as
sumption is necessary : the experimental identifiability of points 
P modulo a transformation g. . , even if the physical experiments 
are different. Indeed, if this ware not possible, the difference 
between the values of, say, charge density at "ihe same" point but 
under different conditions would not be observable, and hardly 
meaningful. 
Experience provides such an overwhelming evidence in favor of these 
assumptions that they are hardly ever mentioned explicitly. Never
theless, it is possible that they are only true for "small" i.e. 
terrestrial laboratories. Our assertion is not that they must ne
cessarily be true in general, but that they do not conflict with 
General Relativity and, in addition, are needed for an explicit phy
sical interpretation. Our assertion is that the results of General 
Relativity can be obtained without dropping these familiar "tevres-
trail" assumptions. 
A controlled experiment requires a shielding or an isolation of the 
laboratory from uncontrolled external influences. This control does 
not exclude external fields, magnetic, gravitational or others, if 
they are controlled and reproduced in each repetitive experiment. 
The test for success ful control is causal behavior within the labo-
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ratory. If initial conditions within the laboratory determine the 
future (at least statistically) we infer that external objects have 
a controlled -ind reproduced influence on the laboratory objects, 

An experiment has three stages : 
1) a state-preparing procedure which terminates at an "initial" 

time when the produced system ceases to interact with Lhe pre
paring instruments. 

2) A time during which the produced system evolves without interact
ing with preparing or observation instruments, and 

3) an act of observation which results ir. the printout of a real 
number. 

State preparing procedures are not, in 'general, pure. An accelerator 
that emits aitern~tingly mesons and protons in a random manner, is an 
example of a state-preparing procedure. 
Procedures can be considered as pairs (b, ) consisting of 
Dlueprints b for the construction of apparatus, and a sec JP \ of 
events (Points). For instance, b in the blueprint of a telescope 
and JP \ are points on the world line of a mark on the telescope. 
V.'ith a slight abuse of language, we identify the physical, act of per
forming a procedure with the instruction or computer program for its 
performance. 
Observation procedures are, in general, destructive, i.e. the evolu
tion of a state is violently altered by the act of observation. For 
instance, verifying that three bodies are on a straight line can be 
done by light rays if there are no obstructing or perturbing bodies 
or fields between them. Otherwise, the experimenter may remove the 
bodies or the sources of fields and use light rays, possibly correct
ing for the displacement of che three cesced bodies by the ace of 
removal of fields. 
A procedure uses several instruments alternatively, e.g. different 
types of scales for different orders of magnitude of masses to be 
weighed. The inscruction will call for the use of indirect methods, 
depending on che state. To measure che angular distance between two 
discant objects, one can use a telescope if the ligp.c path is unobs
tructed. If it is obscructed by fields, one can : 
1) correct for their effect if che fields are knuwn, or 
2) repeat the measurement when the field is absenc (as during a so-
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lar eclipse) provided one has reasons to believe that the angu
lar distance has not changed, or 

3) remove the source of the disturbing field quickly by the use of 
a high-energy projectile. 

| Extrapolaiing the increase of energy of accelerators we expect 
this latter method to become available shortly !j 

All such possibilities are supposed to be contained in the instruc 
tions accompanying biueprirts (b). 
The mean value of many (ideally infinitely many) repeated experiments 
with a given state-preparing and observation procedure results in a 
real nun-.ner , the expectation value. Procedures can be divided into 
equivalence classes such that all state-prepnring (observation) pro
cedures that give equal expectation values with all observation fsia» 
te-preparing) procedures are equivalent. In other words, the two 
sets J of equivalence classes s of state-pteparJng proce
dures and (j of observation procedures are mutually separating 
through the expectation O which is a map of the cartesian 
product tf^O" >*__ ^ 

£ . ^ cr -^ m 
into the reals. 

Given a program for the performance of a procedure, a new program can 
be written by the following alteration : given a transformation g 
of space-time S , such that each, point V is carried Jnto gP by 

g : P /—> g P , 

one associates the new program (b. ' j g P L ) , i . e . 

(b,[?n\ ) <-+ f b , { g P n £ > C2.1) 

to each procedure. 
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In general, the new program will not be implementable physically. The 

implementable transformations g will be called motions, and Lhey 

induce transformations 

7/7 ; j - -* / 
and 3 ^ ~- ( 2 t ) 

if equivalence clashes of procedures are preserved by the map (2.2). 

Classical physics assumes that, in the usual language» two pbserva-

tions can be "perforncd simultaneously" without disturbing each other. 

More precisely, a single sample (the product of a single act of state 

preparation) can be subjected to two observation procedures without 

interference. The operational meaning of this expression is the c-,usl-

lity of mean values of observation results (1) in a sequence of ex

periments where only one prccedure i? used on one sample and (2) in s 

sequence with two observation aces used on a single sample, the staie-

preparing procedure and the external field being the sarac in the two 

sequences. The most frequently used example refers to two simulta

neous observation acts such as position -and momentum measurements, 

but an equally good examoie is that of two successive position measu

rements on the same sample. 

Of course, this non-interfering nature of two observations is assert

ed only for some (very gentle) observation procedures, such as posi

tion measurements with very soft X rays, but the assumption alleges 

that such gentle procedures exist in each equivalence class of obser

vation procedures. One can then consider the mean value of the sums 

of individual outcomes V <j (£ I -ft /ell 

N 
r J 1 t. _ 

(2.3) f«» jr $•[&(*)-ni(itiï 
obtained in such experiments involving two measurements on each sam

ple and assert that it is the sum of the two mean values 

AT * 
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(2./.) 

obtained in the two sequences involving only one observation (^ 

or A ) on each sample. 

This addition of individual outcomes defines operationally a proce-

dure of the equivalence class [ ^ ft j such that 

This property of the (not ordered) pair (,e«£,P/f. suggests Choi 

addition be defined. Since ir is awkward ,£,0 add galvanometers end 

spectrographs, we define a one-one mar. ï i tf —^ Q of non-

CH) **- % 

mathematical procedures c^ A y to their mathematics I ima

ges oi. éz U ai*d similarly a map ) ^ of non-mathetnati-jal 

state-preparing procedures ô £. îf to their mathematical ima

ges 5 £ ^/ such that 

where ' 

is a map on the cartesian product \J )i (J :. 'to the reals. By 

assunptior.i the mathematical image of the pair (ja*.. & J+ is 

the element «^ ~f^> of a linear set By assumption, 

£ is linear in its second argument, so that eq.(2.5) now reads 

£ (s,*t) -* U*,f>h è[$ (* t/srj. 
Tlie same considerations apply to r.he multiplie; rion of the terms of 

two sequences of outcomes *» (oij and S /J3 ) of obser

vation procedures od and a t if observations are snade on 

the same ss- .vie. liie products 5 fou) ' S / $ J a r e defined to be 

_ _ _ ™ 

"Non-maLhem3ticaI" wirli a 1 .iin of salt. As'soon as points and 

real numbers are used, a gray area between instruction and im

plementation is created. 

(2*. 5) 

(2.6) 



outcomes of a new procedure designated by the (not-ordered) pair 
{&£/&) A . The mathematical counterpart of this procedure 

is the commutative product 

Thus, chc set has the structure of a real Abeiian algebra, 
and each aj^ebraic operation has a well-defined operational counter
part in (J 

State-preparing procedures can be composed in a well-known manner 
Thereby» the mathematical image ^J acquires the structure of 
a convex linear set. 

We have considered two types of alterations of procedures : ch<; re
placement of points P hy their images gP , and the addi'.ion-
and multiplication of individual outcomes of two procedures perform
ed on the same sample. These two types of alterations commute ; 
they can be performed in reverse order without changing the result. 
Hence, a motion g that preserves equivalence classes induces two 
automorphisms 

of (j and of jf 
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Experiraental physicists spend much of their ti.j;e checking their equip 
ment after a lapse of time or transportation. They verify that dif
ferent ways to observe the same quantity still give identical results 
In our language, they verify the preservation of equivalence classes 
under time -or space displacements. If it was not possible to find 
instruments that remain faithful, as shown by these tests, physical 
measurements aiming to compare conditions sz different times and 
positions* would be impossible, for any difference in dial reading 
could be imputed to an alteration of the observation instruments. 

In our language, they verify that space ~cr time- displacements 
are motions g that preserve equivalence classes of observation pro
cedures and hence induce automorphisms. Remembering the remarks on 
the assumptions inherent in postulating the reproducibility of an 
experiment, we conclude that the group of motions includes an Abe-
l;an transitive subgroup. 

This discussion suggests the definition : those transformations g 
of J_, that preserve equivalence classes and induce automorphisms 
of the algebra of observation procedures, are automorphisms of S . 

This is, substantially, the definition used implicitly by Poincarl 
in determining the nature of physical space on the basis of sense 
perceptions and bodily displacements. 
We could now proceed to infer the other motions g such as those 
giving rise to isotropy, from empirical facts on motions of instru
ments, but we will not do so. The exploration has not, in fact, pro
ceeded by induction, but by -bold extrapolation, conjectures and par
tial verification -in particular with respect to uniform motions. 
The overwhelming evidence favors the Poincaré" group of automorphisms 
rtf Minkowski space M . 



The conclusion that the fixed physical space (if it exists) must be 
M , is hardly controversial. Our only reason foi a more explicit 

set of definitions is to save it from being discarded as either un-

observable or unnecessary. 
Let us recall that the equivalence between procedures refers only to 
universal agreement of expectation values, not to those that depend 
on the state or the external field. As an example, Lwo procedures, 

ft. 
one measuring the energy, the other mass x (velocity)/2 may agree 
with respect, to those states where a particle is free, but not in ge

neral. These two procedures do not belong to the same equivalence 

class oc 

Since class-preserving motions induce automorphisms of the algebra U 

there is another way to check for the former property : all universal 
algebraic relations between procedures are preserved by displacements. 
As an example, if three distance measuring procedures satisfy the 
Pythagorean theorem under all external fields and a 11 states, then 
the moved procedures have the same algebraic relation. 
Cleaily, this will not be true if the procedures use light rays in 
th2 usual manner, because gravitational fields induce curvature. 
Hence, an observation procedure in the sense used here, must either 
correct for the curvature of light rays, or use a procedure by which 
the gravitational field is removed before measurement. 
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VL 4. THE ALGEBRA VL OF OBSERVABLES 

The concept of the algebra of observables is more familiar in the quan
tum theory of relativistic fields than in classical theory, but it pro
ves useful here too. 
In the simple case of a classical non-relai-ivistic particle, the alge
bra consists of real-valued functions F of the position x and the 
momentum p . These functions are restricted, according to technical 
preferences of the authors, to be continuous or differentiabie or 
bounded, but we do not discuss these details. Addition and multipli
cation o these functions are defined in the natural manner. 

The physical interpretation of these observables is given by the pro
cedures that are used to measure them, i.e. by their inverse image 
in the algebra 0 of observation procedures. The map 
that carries procedures into observables is many-one. For instance, 

o 

the usual shorthand statement 'energy equals mv /2 means, ex
plicitly, that a procedure e (e.g. using a calorimeter) gives, for 
all states of a free particle, the same reading as a procedure that 
measures the velocity, squares it and multiplies by m/2 . In our 
language, 

it - V* ($+) (et*e(f) (4.1) 

is che expression for what one can call a natural law. 

This more explicit way to express the physical interpretation of a 
theory is, of course, only pedantic and redundant in the simple case, 
but it seems to be useful if not indispensable for theories such as 
Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity. 

All observable predictions of a theory for a given system in a given 
external field are contained in the algebra *X. of observables 
and the (homomorphic) map (the physical inter
pretation). 
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The dynamics of a theory is contained in the automorphism 

that is induced by a time-translation ]/ in by the aqua-

For the simple case of a classical particle, Ç* ot is a function 

F(x,p) , and 

where X( t) and PCT) are the values of the functions X(t) ; and 

P(£) obtained by solving the equations of motion with X(0) = x , 

P.CO) = p as initial values . 

*:""" Aut'fï) " "TOW—" 

(4.3) 

^s.WAO f<-3.2 Uon(T() 
This coilection is illustrated by Fig. 2, Among the isometries of 

Newtonian space-time, we consider Che time-translations J i. ¥ 

They act on the algebra of observables in two equivalent ways : 

(1) They induce automorphisms \f. » w f i° t n e algebra {/ of 

observation procedures, which, in turn, induce automorphisms 

n() V of the algebra [/[ of observables. 

C2) They induce homeomorphisms x /—> J\ (x) > p i » P(v) 

of phase space // by the use of the equations of motion. 

These, in turn, induce automorphisms of the algebra of functions 

F through the transformation 
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(2) is a realization of the abstract transformation (1). 

Again this appears to be an unnecessarily complicated expression for 
the simple rule : to calculate a function F of (x,p) Can observable) 
at time t" , calculate xC T) and p( 2") by Hamilton's equations 
with p(0) = p . xCO) = x , and substitute these values inLo the 
function F . Instead of looking at the algebra TA. as an alge
bra of functions F , one can consider 2/2- as an abstract alge
bra, i.e. its table of additions and multiplications. No observable 
information is lost by forgetting the concrete nature of the algebra. 
Such an abstract abelian algebra has infinitely many isomorphic re
presentations by algebras of functions on carrier spaces. The best 
known among these, again for the classical particle, is the space 
of solutions 4x(t)\ of Newton's equations. There is a one-one map 
from phase space points (x,p) to world lines X, ,(t) wiLh ini-
Cial values X, ..(0} = x . P, .(0) = p . The algebra &X (x,p) * (x (p) Y b 

isthen represented as an algebra of functionals on the (non-linear) 
carrier space W of world lines. 
The realization of a time-transformation is now slightly different, 
A time 
phism 
A time-isometry '%• of Newtonian space-time induces a homeomor-

X(X,P) ' - * *<*(x.P> < r ,' P<x.p> ( r t J 

of the space W of world lines, which, in turn, induces the automor
phism {/I —» Q r ££ of the algebra of functions G (V) 

through 

GIXC*,P)]I-* G [ \ , p ) ( « . ' ( , p ) ^ ) ] 
A third representation of il . . . eful as an introduction to General 
Relativity '., is obtained by substituting a pseudo-euclidean manifold 
P.E. as sub-carrier space for the Newtonian space-time on which the 
world lines are defined. This can be chosen so that the world lines 
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on P.E. are geodesies, if the force is purely gravitational. Again, 
this change of representation entails no observables consequences, 
but the equations of motion that select the world lines are more 
suggestive. 

For classical relativistic field theory, the generalization of the 
scheme described above is simple. Instead of world lines, we have 
fields, i.e. functions y- on Minkowski space H , as elements 
of the carrier space, and the algebra consists of functionals on 
this carrier space Su . Similarly to world lines, the fields are 
solutions of equations of motion. As in the simple particle case, 
a time-translation induces a homeomorhisra of J.L as follows : 
Let the functions y be indexed by functions f on Euclidean 
3-space such that 

y, (*"/); H?) **£ 
i.e. f is the initial value of V-J , 
Then, the homeomorphism of si induced by I ^ is the map 

V* -* Vt > 
where 

The important step is a change of the carrier space by substituting a 
pseudo-Euclidean manifold P.E. for the sub-carrier space M , The 
map M ->P E is chosen so that the characteristics of the electro
magnetic equations in gravitational fields are null-geodesies in P E 
This is the representation of PZ in which one can recover 
Einstein's theory of General Relativity. 

The great advantage of Einstein's choice is the equality between the 
lerffh of time-like geodesies in P E and the length of time measured 
by an atomic clock (uncorrected for gravitational effects) moving 
along the curve in . M that is mapped onto the geodesic 
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. (H) in question 
While the usefulness of Einstein's representation is manifest, it has 
no claim to uniqueness. One could equally choose a one-dimensional 
subrepresentation space since only the cardinality of two subrepresen
tation spaces has to be equal in order to define a one-one map of 
functions on them. 
Of course, the functions would then be not even piecewise continuous 
in general, in the topology of the reel line, but all observable pre
dictions of the theory would still remain unchanged, despite the ma
thematical monstrosity and the absence of any simple relationshij: 
between the subrepresentation spa^e and observables. 

I believe that this is, in the more precise language of modern algebra, 
the expression of Poincaré's idea about the conventionality of space. 

(K) 
We prefer to use "length" rather than "distance" for this concept, 
(1) because distance is uniquely defined for any pair of points 

while length depends on the curve joining them, and 
(2) because distance is an observation procedure while length 

is an observable chat is not universally related to an ob
servation procedure ; more precisely, it does not have an 
inverse image in (J independent of the external field 
and the state. 
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